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An elementary approach to a number of identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type 
is given. It is shown that analytic formulas like, e.g., the Rogers-Ramanujan, the 
Rogers-Selberg and the Giillnitz-Gordon identities can be obtained essentially as 
consequences of the q-binomial theorem and the q-Vandermonde formula. 6 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
Apart from the combinatorial aspect, identities of the Rogers- 
Ramanujan type for the most part have been treated within the theory of 
basic hypergeometric functions, such as in the work of L. J. Rogers, G. N. 
Watson, W. N. Bailey, L. J. Slater and G. E. Andrews, just to mention a 
few. Hence most of the presented formulas can be established within the 
scope of this theory. In the first place the goal of this paper is not to add 
new identities to well-known ones, but to give some insight into the struc- 
ture of a certain part of Rogers-Ramanujan-type identities in the light of 
basic facts of elementary q-analysis. Therefore our approach is a far simpler 
one in every respect. 
The starting point marks the q-binomial theorem, which reads-in the 
version of Cigler [7, (7)]-as follows: 
Let [i] be the Gaussian polynomial, defined to be zero for k < 0 or 
k>n and [;]=[n]!/[k]! [n-k]! for O<k<n, where [n]!= 
[1][2]. ... . [n], [O]! = 1 and [n] = (q”- l)/(q- 1). Let P be the vec- 
torspace of all real polynomials in the variable x. Then we have for linear 
operators A, B on P with BA = qAB and n = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
(A + B)“= i [;I AkBnpk. 
k=O 
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Remark. Using the notation of the theory of basic hypergeometric 
functions 
where (q),,,=(l -q)(l -q’)...(l -4”‘). 
More general: for a positive integer m 
(a),=(a;q),=(1-a)(l-uq)~~~(1-uq”~’), 
(ah = (4 q)o = 1, 
(a), = (a; 4)m = ( 1 - a)( 1 - uq)( 1 - uq2). . . = ,,‘Fa (a; q), 
and for an integer j 
(u),=(u;q),=*. 
Lc 
Hence 
(u)pm=(u;q)-m= 1-T ( ,-)~‘(l-~)~‘...(l-~)-’ 
+l)“‘u-“q(m:l+.-+. 
m 
By comparing coefficients in (A + B)‘+‘= (A + B)’ (A + B)” we obtain the 
well-known q-Vandermonde formula 
Wl) 
Remark. If we define 
-n [ 1 =[-n][-n- I]...[--n-k+ l] k Ckl! for n = 1, 2,..., 
it is easily shown that-under suitable assumptions on A, B and k-(l) 
and (Vl ) hold for all integers n, r and s. (See, e.g., Cigler [7, ( 16)].) 
As shown in Part I the transformations (a, b positive integers) 
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where 
-k& 
and 
(7-2) 
where 
T2j+1= fJ 2j+ 1 
k=pco j+k ’ [ 1
-k2+kb 
k’ 
can be deduced from (Vl) in a straightforward manner. (Note that all 
series are terminating.) 
If we restrict q to 141 < 1 and let a and b approach infinity in Eqs. (Tl) 
and (T2), we have 
and 
W) 
provided that all series converge absolutely. 
Remark. In all applications we shall choose ak and b, in such a way 
that all resulting series will be absolutely convergent. 
In Part I, we shall demonstrate, besides some other applications, that the 
transformations (Sl ) and (S2) lead to simple proofs of the Eulerian pen- 
tagonal number theorem, the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, the Rogers- 
Selberg identities related to the modulus 7 and the Gollnitz-Gordon iden- 
tities related to the modulus 8. 
If we restrict 141 to 141 < 1 and let b alone approach infinity in Eqs. (Tl) 
and (T2), we obtain 
kc~,;ak(q),,k;q),_,= f y’2 f -k2ak 
j=O (q)a-J k= -a (q~J+r-(q)/k 
(RI) 
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The special case uk = xkqrk2 (c completely arbitrary) of (Rl) was first stated 
by Bressoud [6, Lemma 21. Concerning this Bressoud [6, p. 2391 remarks 
“Lemma 2 is new and should have a wide range of applicability.” In Part II 
we shall use the transformations (Rl) and (R2) in connection with (Sl ) 
and (S2) to give straightforward proofs of the analytic generalizations of 
the Rogers-Ramanujan identities, which are due to Andrews and Bressoud: 
fi 
-+M;m,+M,+-..+Mk-, 
(l-q”))‘= c ““i;y) (q) 
...(4Lnm, 
(2) 
n=l m,  ,..., rnk , B 0 mi m2 
n*O,~r(modZk+l) 
l<r<k 
and 
ii 
M:+‘-‘+Mt~,+M,+“‘+Mk_, 
(1 -qy = 
n=l ,,,....,~~,.o~q~~l~Y~m2~~~(4)nlk~i(42~Y2)m*-,’ (3) 
n & O,fr(mod*k) 
l<r<k 
where Mi = mj + m,, i + . . . + mkp 1, k = 2, 3,... . Equation (2) was first dis- 
covered and proved by Andrews [ 11, and Eq. (3) by Bressoud in [3]. 
Similarly we shall derive analytic generalizations of the Rogers-Selberg 
identities, the Gollnitz-Gordon identities and some other infinite product 
expansion formulas. Most of these identities are well known, though some 
of them seem to be new. 
I 
First we give the proofs of the transformations (Tl) and (T2): 
From the q-Vandermonde formula (Vl) we see that 
which gives (Tl). 
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In an analogous way we have 
Fbk [a:$; 1][a;:; ‘] 
= ~bk[a:::1j4[a~k][a::1*lilqi"+l-k~j,'"+*~ij 
=c .[a+b+ l]! q(apJ)2+(Upj) 
j [I]! [b-a+ j]! [2a-2j+ l]! 
(xb, [2;Ii:+kl] q-k2+k), k 
which proves (T2). 
Remark. If we use 
instead of Eq. (Vl) (Eq. (V2) is easily obtained by replacing q by q-’ in 
(Vl)) in the proof of (Tl), we have 
Now, let a = b = n, ak = 6,, (6,,, = 1, 6,,, = 0 for k # 0), 141 < 1 and n tend 
to infinity; we get 
(4) 
This identity is due to Euler. A combinatorial proof (by means of Durfee 
squares) is given in [2]. 
Now we give some applications of (Tl) and (T2), respectively, of their 
infinite forms (Sl ) and (S2). In all our considerations we shall assume 
I41 < 1. 
The general method will be to “reduce” the infinite series identities by 
(Sl ) and (S2) to simple finite-sum identities, which allow an easy proof 
(e.g., by recurrence). 
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As the first example we present a simple proof of the Eulerian pen- 
tagonal number theorem 
kzt (- l)k q(‘/2)k(3k-‘) = (q)=. (5) 
cc 
Proof. Setting uk = ( - 1)“ q(1/2)k(3kp ‘) in (Sl ), we see that 
where 
s,= f (-l)k 2j q(k-60,j. 
k= --m 1 1 j+k 
S,, = 6,, follows, e.g., from the finite form of the q-binomial theorem 
(a + x)(a + qx) ‘. (a + q- lx) = i [;I q(:)x%“- k, (6) 
k=O 
which is an immediate consequence of (1); see, e.g., Cigler [7, (S)]. This 
proves identity (5). 
In order to prove the Rogers-Ramanujan identities 
f’ r* 1 
1+i~,(l-q)(l-~2)...(1-q’)=~~o(*-q5”+1)(l-q5n+4) n 
and 
i2+, 
1+j~,(l-q)(ly:)...(l-4’)=,,_,(1-q5”12)(l-q5n+3)~ ii 
1 
we simply need Jacobi’s triple product identity (x # 0) 
s 
c xnqn2= fi (1 -q2"f2)(1+.xq2n+')(1 +x-'q*"+l), 
I?= -z n=O 
and the finite forms of Euler’s pentagonal number theorem 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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and 
(11) 
The triple product identity is also a consequence of the q-binomial 
theorem: 
The q-binomial theorem (6) gives 
k=fm [ jyk] xkP2’ @ = (x- lql’yj (xqli*)i, (12) 
which in the limit j + cc becomes 
f xkq(1’2)Q = (q)m (x-‘q”2), (xq”2), . 
-z 
Substituting q2 in the place of q gives Eq. (9). (The idea of this proof is due 
to Cauchy; see, e.g., Bressoud [6, p. 2361.) 
In Part II we shall show that the identities (10) and (11) are simple 
implications of (Tl ) and (T2) as well. 
Now set ak=(-1) k (IIZ)k(5k-l) in (~1) and bk= (- l)k q(1/2)kC5k~3) in q 
(S2), and use Eqs. (9), (10) and (11). This gives identity (7) and (8). 
In order to obtain the Rogers-Selberg identities for the modulus 7 
~&*;q~:L2,= 
(q3; 4’L (q4; 4’L (4’; 4’Lc 
(4*;q*)m ’ (13) 
j;. (42; ;:;;:q)2, = 
(q2; 4’L ke q’), (4’; q’L 
(q2; q2L 
(14) 
and 
/$ (42; q$;;Tj)2,+ L= 
(4; 4’Lc vi 4’L (4’; 4’L 
(q2; q2L (15) 
(cf. Slater [9, (33), (32) and (31)]) we just have to prove the finite-sum 
identities ([;I, is defined to be [;I with q replaced by 9”‘) 
A2, = 5 (_ l)k q’ll*‘k’3k- 1) j$ [ 1 = (4; q2)j, (16) k= -cc 2 
B2j+ I= (17) 
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and 
c,, 1 = f (_ l)k qW2M(3k+ 1) 2j+ 1 =u+q2i+1)(q;q2)j+1, (18) 
k= -m L 1 j+k 2 
e.g., by using the recurrence formula Cn : ‘I= qk[ ;] + Ck :,I. 
The corresponding recursions are A, = B2, _ , , B,, 1 = (1 - q2j+ ‘) A2j 
and C2jf,=Azj-q4i+2B2jp1. If we replace q by q2 in formula (Sl ) and 
(S2), and choose ak = (- l)k q(1/2)k(7kp1), bk = (- l)k q(1/2)k(7kp5) or 
b, = ( _ 1 )” q”/2’4’k ~~ 31, we receive (13), (14) and (15) as above. 
Similarly we are able to prove the Giillnitz-Gordon identities (mod 8) 
(19) 
and 
igo (-q’ qy)I;*;q2. q2) ,= (4; q8L ‘(“b;.“s!; (q8; q8)=. (20) 3 > 1 2 03 
(In Slater’s list [9] these identities are Eqs. (38) and (39) with q replaced 
by (-q).) Here our reduction procedure leads to the finite-sum identities 
A,= -f (-l)kqW--l) 
k= -cc 
and 
Bzj+, = f (- l)k qk(2k-- 1) 
2j+ 1 
k= -r: [ 1 j+k 2=(-q2;q2)j(q;q2)j+L, (22) 
which are satisfying the recursions A,= (1 + q’j) Bzjp I and B2j+ 1 = 
(1 -q2’+‘) A2j. 
Further examples, which easily can be treated with our method, are 
8 
j-1 t1 -q2)t1 -S4)“’ (l -S2’) 
=L fj (1 pq4”+4)(1 eq4”+*)2 
(q)m n=O 
= C-4; 42)m (23) 
and 
l+f 
‘=+ j 4’ 
j=, (1 -q2)(1 -q4)...(1 -q2’) 
+ G (1 -q4"+4)(1-q4n+y(l -q4"+1) 
0 
+;';q'), (24) 
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(cf. Slater [93 Eq. (3) with q replaced by (-q), and Eq. (7)), or 
2j2-J 
c 
mL= ’ 
j=O (q)2j 
fi (1 -q4n+4)(1 +q4”+3)(1 +q4”+‘) (25) 
(4’; q2)m n-0 
and 
x q2i=+l 
c --=(q2.;2) c (1-q4”+4)(1+q4n+3)(1+q4n+1) (26) 
,=o(q)2j+l 3 00 n 0 
=(-4)nc. 
Equation (26) is identity (9) in Slater’s list [9]. 
In those cases in which S2j and T2j+, (with certain chosen ak and bk) are 
disguised forms of the q-binomial theorem, we generally have for x #O, 
m = 1, 2,... and 141 < 1: 
(ym-b”) 
> 
i’ (1 -q3mn+3m)(l -q3mn+(3/2)‘y)(1 -q3mn+W2)mX-‘) 
=?I 0 
= j;. (q;;l)2, 
(27) 
(x -- ‘q”‘2; q”Z) j (xq@; qy j 
and 
(ym,jl,n) 
5 
f j  (1 -q3mn+3m)(l -q3~~n+m/2X)(1 -q3mn+(5i2)r~Xp~) 
= n-0 
(28 1 
(Xp’qn”2;qm)j(xqm’2;qm)j+,. 
The proof is almost a triviality: 
fi (1 -q3mn+3m)(l -q3m”+(3/2)mX)(1 -q3mn+(3/2)mX~l) 
n=O 
follows from (9). Taking (Sl) with q replaced by qm and 
ak = ( - 1 )k q(3/2)mk2~k, we get 
s2j, 
21 
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where 
s, = f (- l)k iyk q(1/*)mk2Xk. 
k= -cc L 1 m 
Now the q-binomial theorem (12) gives 
s*, = (x+q”‘*; q”)j (xq”‘$ q”),, 
which completes the proof of identity (27). 
Identity (28) follows similarly with (S2) in the place of (Sl ). 
Immediate consequences of the identities (27) and (28) are the following 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1. 
ii 
n=l 
n ~6 0, +r(mod3m) 
l<m<r<(3/2)m 
,(q2”-‘;qm)j(qr-m;qm)j. 
21 
and 
THEOREM 2. 
n f 0, +r(mod3m) 
l<r<m 
Proof: The case T = m is trivial 
ii (1 -q”)-1 
n=l 
n g 0, +r(mod3m) 
,<m<r<(3/2)m 
-(b, IJ (l_q3mn+3m)(l-q3mn+r)(l_q3mn+3m-r) 
OCln 0 
J4";qrn)m . f  P2 
(4)m j=O (4" ;  qm)2j (' 
2-r; q”)J (qr-m; qyj 
(Eq. (27) with ~=q~(~/~)(~“-*‘)), and Theorem 2 follows from Eq. (28) 
with x = q - (1/2)(m - 2r) 
From identity (27) with x = 1 and m = 2p follows 
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THEOREM 3. 
(q2p.;2p~ fj (1 +p”+6p)(l +~n+3~)2= f q2pi2 
3 an 0 j=. (q2P; q2P)2j (qP; q2p),2. 
EXAMPLES. 
+ 4 (1 -q3"+3)(1 +q3"+*)(1+q3n+I)= f (-l)d 
j=O (4; q2)j (q)j 
(29) mn 0 
follows from identity (27) with m = 1 and x = -q1i2. 
$- 3 (1-q6”+6)(1+q3n+3)= f (-~)j#*” 
.j=O (4; 4 )j+ 1 (4)j’ 
(30) mn 0 
This is identity (28) with m= 1 and x= -qe1j2. 
(q2.;*) 4 (1 -q6n+6)(1 -q6n+3)L f q2j2 
j=O (q2i q2)2j 
(4; q2)f (31) ’ “no 
is Theorem 3 with p = 1. 
(q2;192) lj (1 -96”+6)u -P+w -q6”+5) mn 0
= jzo ,,fz;:i, 1 (4; 4*)j (4; 4*)j+ 1 
I 
is Theorem 2 with m = 2 and Y = 1 (cf. Slater [9, (27)]). 
g (1-q9”+9)(1-q9”+5)(1-q9n+4) 
mn 0 
= jro (,$), (4; q')j (4*; q3)j 
is Theorem 1 with m = 3 and r = 5 (cf. Slater [9, (42)]). 
(q3;;3) iyl (1 -q9”+‘)(l -q9”+2)(1 -q9n+y 
m?l 0 
= j ! .  (,{~3~~+, (4; q3)j (q2i q3)j+ 1 
J 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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is Theorem 2 with m = 3 and r = 2 (cf. Slater [9, (41)]). 
(q3.1ql) fj (1 -qgnf9N1 -q9”+w -q9”+Y 
’ mno 
= ito (q:3;3;;;+ 1 w; q”), (4; q3),+ I 
> (35) 
is Theorem 2 with m = 3 and r = 1 (cf. Slater [9, (40)]). 
(q4;;4) fJ (1 -qiZn+l*)(l -q’2”f’)(l -q'*"+s) 
mn 0 
= j:o (,4$,, 
(4; q")j (q3i q4)j 
is Theorem 1 with m = 4 and r= 7 (cf. Slater [9, (53)]). 
(36) 
(q4.1q4) g (1 -q’*“+‘l)(l -q12n+‘i)(l -q'Z"") 
' En0 
= ,% ,q[4:4ic+, (q3i q4)j (9; q4)j+ 1 
is Theorem 2 with m =4 and r= 1 (cf. Slater [9, (55)]). 
(37) 
II 
Before proving the analytic generalizations of the RogerssRamanujan 
identities of Andrews and Bressoud, (2) and (3), we give the proofs of the 
finite forms of the Eulerian pentagonal number theorem, (10) and (1 1 ), and 
some lemmas for technical reasons. 
Proofof(10)and(11).Choosinga,=(-1) q k (1/*)43k-l) in (RI) we have 
a t-1)" q"l*'k'3k- 1) 
ki?* (q)o+k (q)rr-k 
kg- f 
(-l)k ,(:) 
,=o (q)cr-ik= -00 (q)j+k (4),-k 
= jgo (4) I’,,,,, ,=t 
a I 2 (-lJk [ j:/Jq(:) 
(by (6)) 
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thus 
which gives (10). On the other hand, set b, = ( - l)k q(1/2)k(3k- ‘1 in (R2), 
then 
f (-l)kq(1/2W(3k~1) m  d2+j m  (-ljkq(k~') 
k= -co (q)a+k (q)u+,-k =j~Oo.ik?m (q)J+k(q)j+l-k 
=jzo(q) “;b, . (l-4) &,j (by (6)) 0 J 2J+ 1 
1 =- 
(q),’ 
whence Eq. (11) follows. 
LEMMA 1. For arbitrary c: 
(i) f (-l)k 
k= -cc 
and 
(ii) f (-l)k 
k= -cc 
Proof: (i) 
; (-1)” ;;; q“k(k-U=C(-l)l~k 2n+1 [ 1 qc(l-k)(-k) k [ 1 n+l-k 
This proves (i). 
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(ii) 
LEMMA 2. For arbitrary c: 
Proof By Lemma 1 we see that 
o=~(-l)k y’; @.k(kLl) 
k [ 1 
=;(-l)k jyk u’~k~k-l)+~.~(~1)*[j+~~~]4’~k’k-~)~k+l i 1 
(by the recurrence formula [;I = [“;‘]+q”-k[;:-]) and 
~~(-~)k[j+?k/~I]q.*lk~l)~k+l 
k 
= -$~(-l)k[j~k]q~‘*“)k-k, 
k 
which completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let m be a positive integer and n = 2m + 3. Then 
kz (-l)kq 
(1/2)nkz~(1/2)(n-2)k 
00 (q)j+k (q).j-k 
= c 
&iJ:+-- ii2,+jl+j2+.- + jm 
jl,...,jmaO (4)j-jl (4)jl- j2”’ (9)jmml-jm (4)jm,’ 
Proof: m > 1: By transformation (Rl ) and Lemma 2, 
f w)kq 
(l/2)&- (1/2)(n--2)k 
(q)j+k (4),-k 
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= c qi:+R+“‘+~:,+J1+12+...+jm xt-l~k,:,:“‘:~,:;‘” 
jl.....jm>O(q)j-Jl (q)j,-j2”‘(4)j,-I-j, k m  Jo k 
(by (lo)). 
The case m = 1 works analogously. If j tends to 00 in Lemma 3, we receive 
LEMMA 4. Let m be a positive integer and n = 2m + 3. Then 
f ( _ 1 )k q(1/2)nk2- (1/2)(n- 2)k 
k= -cc 
=(4Lc c 
&+Ji+ “’ +jiij!+ “. +jm 
Jl,...,jm>o(q)jl-j2 (q)j2-j~“‘(9)j~~,-J,(9)j,’ 
LEMMA 5. Let m be a positive integer and n = 2m + 3. Then 
(1/2)nk*-(1/2)(np4)k 
(q)j+k (411-k 
= c &+ “. +&+J2+J3+ “. +jm 
il....&>0 (q)j-il (4)jl-j*“’ (4)jm-l-jmml (q)j,’ 
where j,+ j,+ ‘.. +j,=Oform=l. 
Proof: For n=2m+3 and ma2 
,J, (-ukq 
(1/2)nk2-(1/2)(n--4)k 
(q)j+ k (q)j- k 
(Lemma 3) 
For m = 1 we have 
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(- l)k (;;;'*';;;'* (RI) 
Jl+k J, k 
(10). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
In the limit j + co Lemma 5 becomes 
LEMMA 6. Let m be a positive integer and n = 2m + 3. Then 
-f (_f)kq(1/2)nk2~(1/2)(n-4)k 
k= -co 
where j,+ j,+ ... +j,=Ofor m=l. 
Remark. Taking m = 1 in Lemma 3 and Lemma 5, we obtain the 
following finite-sum identities: 
k=~~~(-‘)kq’-2’i’~(3/“*[j~k]=(4iil)j f qki+k[;] (38) 
k=O 
and 
,=t, (-l)k‘+5’2)k2-~1~2ii[j~k]=(~+l)J f qk2[;]. (39) 
k=O 
In the limit j -+ CC these equations become the Rogers-Ramanujan iden- 
tities (8) and (7). 
LEMMA 7. Let m be an integer greater than one. Then 
,=cm (-llk;;k*-c;;y 
Itk lk 
,tj:t ... tj,fm,ij,ijzt .., +J~-L 
=c d 
J~,...,J,,-1>0 (q)l-Jr (q)jl-jz"' (q)j,,-2pjm-l (q2i q2)j,,-,' 
ProojI The reduction procedure is very similar to the above. In this 
case the resulting finite-sum identity is 
; ( - 1)” qkZ [ jz:‘k] = (q; q2)j, (40) 
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which follows, for example, from the well-known Gaussian identity 
kEo(-l)k[;] =(l-q)(1-q3)...(1-qZn-‘) (41) 
(see, e.g., Cigler [S, (1.4.7)]) by replacing q by q- ’ 
In the limit I + cc Lemma 7 becomes 
LEMMA 8. Let m be an integer greater than one. Then 
With the help of (Rl), Lemma 7 and Eq. (40) the following lemmas are 
easily obtained: 
LEMMA 9. Let m be an integer greater than one. Then 
where j,+ j,+ ... +jmpl=O for m=2. 
LEMMA 10. Let m be an integer greater than one. Then 
f (_ l)k qmk2+-2)k 
k= --co 
=(4L c 
qd t ... +/2,m,tj2tj3t '.. tj,-, 
jf,...,j,-120 4 jl-J2 4 h-J3 ( ) ( ) “‘(4)j~-*-j~~~(4*;4*)i,_~’ 
Remark. Taking m = 2, Lemma 7 and Lemma 9 become the following 
finite-sum identities: 
ksc, (-1)x92k2pk[ j~k]=(~+l)jk~o~[J (42) 
k 
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(43) 
In the limit j + co these equations change into the Eulerian identities (24) 
and (23). 
Now the proofs of (2) and (3) are merely verifications. 
Proof of (2). By the triple product identity (9) we have 
(1 -4T1=(q), n=O 1 i (1 -qW+lbz+2k+l)(1 -q(2k+l)n+r) 
fl=l 
n * O,+r(mod2k+l) 
l<r<k 
x(1-q 
(2k+l)n+Zk+l-r 
1 
(-1Yq 
(1/2)(2k+l)j2-(1/2)(2k-22r+l), 
cc 
= A,,,. 
For r=l 
(-1Yq (1/2)(2k+ l)j*-(1/2)(2k- 1)j 
(Lemma 4) 
where Ji=ji+ji+, + .” +jkpl (i’l, 2,..., k - 1). (In the final line we 
used the fact that (q) 1; = 0 for n a positive integer.) 
For r=2 
(-lYq 
(l/2)(2k+l)j2-(1/2)(2k-3)j 
J, ,.... jk - , > 0 (qjj, (4)j2...(4)jk_, . 
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For r > 3 we have 
(1/2)(2kpl)j2-(1/2)(2k--Zr+l)j 
@I) 
. f (-1yq 
(1/2)(2k-2r+3)/*-(1/2)(2k~2r+l)./ 
(4)r,-l+j(9)jr-1-, 
(by repeated (Rl)). 
j= -x) 
The case r= k now immediately follows from the finite form of the 
Eulerian pentagonal number theorem equation (lo), otherwise 
(Lemma 3 ) 
where M,=m,+mi+I+ ... + mk ~ I (i = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1). This completes the 
proof of (2). 
Proof of (3). The verification of (3) is almost word for word the same 
as that of identity (2). Instead of Lemma 4, Lemma 6 and Lemma 3 we just 
have to use Lemma 8, Lemma 10 and Lemma 7 in the given order. 
Remark. The case r = k (k 3 2) of identity (3) reads 
$ ; (1 -q2k”+2k)(l -q2kn+k)2 
mn 0 
=m,,...,Lo(4) ml 
(44) 
where M,=m,+ .‘. +mk-, (i= 1, L.., k- 1) and (q)m,(q)m2...(q)mk-2= 1 
for k = 2. It can be easily verified by our method. 
As a further example of the applicability of our technique we derive 
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analytic generalizations of the Rogers-Selberg 
(15), which seem to be new: 
00 
identities (13), (14) and 
n (1 -q”)-’ 
n +k 0, +2r (mod4k + 3) 
l<r<k+l 
kT1 
24+2J;+ .‘. +25;+23,+25,,,+ +2~~ 
(45) 
where Ji=ji+ ... +j, (i= 1, 2,..., k) and 2J,$ ... +2J,=O for r=k+ 1; 
n & 0, +l (mod4k + 3) 
kZ1 
where the Ji are defined as above. Before we give the proofs of (45) and 
(46), we have to state two lemmas for technical reasons. 
LEMMA 11. Let m be a positive integer. Then 
(1/2)(4m + 3)j2 ~ (1/2)(4m ~ 1)j 
(4*; q2)l+ j (q2; q2)i-, 
2$+ ... +2~1+2,1+ ... +2jm 
= c 
j,,...,jmaO (q2i q2)l- jl (q2i Ya)i,-,*“’ (q2i q2)jmdl-jm (q2; q2)jm (-q)2j,’ 
Proof: We prove that by induction on m. If m = 1 
f (-l)j 
qU/2)i2 - (3/2)j 
,= -m, (Cl*; q2)i+ j  (q2G q2)1- j  
=n~o(q:;;:)y”n j=t (-lY(q2,qil:~~,~rd:~~2)~-j 
03 
(Lemma 2 with q replaced by q2 and c = $) 
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(Eq. (16)) 
We now assume that Lemma 11 holds for A4 ,< m - 1: 
f MY4 
(1/2)(4m+3),*~(1/2)(4m--l).i 
(1/2)(4m- l)j2~(1/2)(4m~I)j 
((Rl) with q replaced by q2) 
(Lemma 2 with q replaced by q2) 
2J; + “’ f 21; f 2j2 + + 2jm 
(by induction hypothesis). 
This proves Lemma 11. 
In the limit /+ co Lemma 11 becomes 
LEMMA 12. Let m be a positive integer. Then 
~1/2)(4m+3)i2~(l/2)(4m~I)~ 
j= -m 
= (q2; q2L 
2$+ “’ +2J$,+2jl+ “’ +2j,,, 
Proof of (45). The triple product identity (9) gives 
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n=l 
n f O,kZr(mod4k+3) 
l<r<k+ I 
(1 -q(4k+3)n+4k+3) 
x(1-q 
(4k+3)n+27(1 -q(4k+3)n+4k-2r+3) 
(-WI (l/2)(4k+31i2~(1/2)(4k-44r+31, 
= A,,,. 
Now the case r = 1 follows immediately 
For r 2 2 we have 
211 
x f (-1y .2j1 
i= -m [ 1 Jl+j 2 
((Sl ) with q replaced by q2) 
from Lemma 12. 
2J;+ '.. +2/f-, 
'(-41, c 
j,,...,j,~,~0(42~q2),,4J:"'(q2~q2),;., 
x f (-ly4 
(1/2)(4k-4r+7)j2-(1/2)(4kp4r+3)j 
J= --a, (q2;q2)j,-l+j(q2;q2)j,-,~j 
(by repeated (Rl ) with q replaced by q2). 
Now for r = k + 1 the proposition follows from Eq. (16), otherwise 
x f (-ly.4 
(1/2)(4k-44r+ 3).jz -(l/2)(4kp4r+ 3)j 
j= -m (q2; q2)j, + j  (q2i q2)j,- j  
(by repeated (Rl) with q replaced by q2) 
21: + .' +2Jf+2j, 
=(-q)m c 
j,,.,,,j,~O(q2;42~~~j*"'(q2;q2)lr~~~jr 
x f (-ly.-4 
(1/2)(4k~4r+3)~~-(1/2)(4k--4r~l)j 
j= -a (q2i q2)j,+ j  (q2i q2)J,-- j  
(Lemma 2 with q replaced by q2). 
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The case r = k follows again from Eq. (16), the case 2 <r < k from 
Lemma 11. This completes the proof of (45). 
Proof of (46). Now we use transformation (S2) in the reduction 
procedure. 
fi (l-q”)-’ 
n=l 
n & 0,fl (mod4k+3) 
(1/2)(4k+ 3)j2- (1/2)(4k+ 1)~ (Eq. (9)) 
x4 
(1/2)(4k- l)jzp(1/2)(4k-3)j (( S2) with q replaced by q2) 
= 4,. 
For k = 1 everything follows from Eq. (17). 
In the case k> 2 we receive after applying (R2) with q replaced by q2 
(k - 1 )-times 
’ 
2jf+ ... +2~?+2/11+ ... f2jk 
Bw=(-q)m 1 
jj,...,jk>O (q2; q2)jl-jz”’ (q2; q2)jk-l-jk 
x f (-1Y 
(3/2)j2-(1/2)j 
j= -co (42iC12[k+J(Y2i42)jk+lpj’ 
Now Eq. (17) again completes the proof of (46). 
Remark. Taking m = 1 in Lemma 11, a finite form of the Rogers- 
Selberg identity (14) results: 
(47) 
j= -a 
The corresponding finite forms for the Rogers-Selberg identities (13) and 
(15) can be established easily by help of the transformations (Rl) and (R2). 
These are 
f (-l~q(712)i2-(1~2)j /fj [ 1 =(q2’+2;q2),j~o.-C[J (48) i= -m 2 21 2 
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related to Eq. (13) and 
f (- lji qU/21+(V2)i *;+:’ = ($‘+2; $),+ 1 f q2’z+2’ [I,] (49) 
j= -5 [ 1 2 j=O (-q)Zj+l J 2 
related to Eq. (15). 
EXAMPLES. We observe that for k = 1 and r = 1 or Y = 2 identity (45) 
becomes the Rogers-Selberg identities related to the modulus 7, which are 
Eqs. (14) or (13), respectively. For k = I, Eq. (46) becomes the Rogers- 
Selberg identity ( 15). 
Further special cases of (45) and (46) related to the modulus 11 are: 
(1 -q”)-l 
?I=1 
n ~2 O.k4(modll) 
(1 -q”)-’ 
n=l 
n k0.+6(modII) 
2; + 4,il I2 + 4,,: 
= (-q)x ,,,;>, (42. q2;. 2 (q2. 4’). II ’ 12 (-4) 212 
(50) 
(51) 
((45) with k=2 and r=3) 
and 
fl (l-4”) ’ n=l 
n t O,kl (mod111 
((46) with k = 2). 
(52) 
Now, for the sake of brevity, we just give a rough sketch of how our 
technique supplies the following analytic generalizations of the Gollnitz- 
Gordon identities, (19) and (20), which has been stated first by Bressoud 
[4] within a very general setting: 
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ii (1 -qy 
n=l 
n k 2 (mod4) 
n ~6 0. fl (mod4k) 
= c-4; q2), 
+2J,+ ... +ZJkm, 
(see Bressoud [4, (3.7) with r= 11) (53) 
and 
ii (1 -qy 
n * 2 (mod4) 
n ~5 0, f(2k - l)(mod4k) 
(see Bressoud [4, (3.6) with r= I= l]), (54) 
where Ji=jj+ ... +jkP, for i=l,2,...,k-1 and k>2. Our proof of the 
eqs. (53) and (54) relies on the following two lemmas, which we state 
without proof: 
LEMMA 13. Let k be an integer greater than one. Then 
I7 (1 -q”)-1 
ll=l 
n d 0, rf-1 (mod4k) 
where Ji=ji+ ... +jkpl (i= 1, 2,..., k- 1). 
LEMMA 14. Let k be an integer greater than one. Then 
ii (1 -q”)-l 
n=l 
n & 0,+(2k- l)(mod4k) 
where Ji= ji+ ... +jkml (i=1,2 ,..., k-l). 
409’107 l-19 
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Now the identities (53) and (54) can be proved by observing that 
ii t1-q”)-‘=(q2;94)m fi (1 -q”)-’ 
n=l n=l 
n ~6 2 (mod4) n k 0, +1 (mod4k) 
n ~6 0, i-1 (mod4k) 
and 
(1 -ST’= (q2; q4L2 (1 -qy 
n=l ?I=1 
n & 2 (mod4) n * 0, +(2k- l)(mod4k) 
n TL 0,+(2k- l)(mod4k) 
and by applying Lemma 13 or Lemma 14, respectively. 
Remark. Also in that case finite forms of the Gollnitz-Gordon identities 
f (-1yq4j2--/ 2z 
,= -00 [ l+j. 
(19) and (20) are easily established: 
and 
2’ 
(56) 
It is easy to see that in the limit 1 -+ co these equations become Eq. (19) or 
(20), respectively. 
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our technique, we give as a final 
example three expansion formulas, which seem to be new: 
fi (1 -q”)-’ 
?I=1 
n & 0, +2r (mod4k + I) 
l<r<k 
2J:+ “’ +2J~_,+3J~t23,+2J,+,+ ... +ZJkm, 
=(-q), c (-*(7.;2). (q2.q2), (q2.q2), t-4) ’ 
I, ,....jk 3 0 y ,I ' 12'. . I Jk 2/k 
(57) 
(1 -q”)-’ 
n & O.&l (mod4k+ 1) 
k>l 
(58) 
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and 
(1 -q”)-1 
n ~6 0,+(2k-l)(mod4k+l) 
k>l 
=(-4L 1 
(4J"q2J+ +2J;_,+3.&2Jk 
j~,...,jk>O (q2; q2)j, (q2; q')j*' " (q2i q2)jk (-C7)2jk' 
(59) 
where Ji = ji + . . . + j, (i = 1, 2,..., k). Again we first prove two lemmas. 
LEMMA 15. Let m be a positive integer. Then 
(1/2)(4m+ l)jZ-(1/2)(4mp3)j 
(-q)2j ' m  
where 2j: + . . . +2j~_,=Oand(q2;q2)i,~jz...(q2;q2)j~_,_im=1form=1. 
Proo$ We prove Lemma 15 by induction onm. Form=1 
(5/2& (l/2)1 
(q2; y4,,,+J (q2i q2)l-j 
4 (1/2)iz-(l/2)j 
=,~o(q2y,"~/-nj=! (-1)i(qZ;q2)~+j(q2;q2)~-j co 
((Rl) with q replaced by q2) 
The third line follows from 
This equation is Eq. (16) with q replaced by q-l. 
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Now we assume that Lemma 15 holds for A4 < m - 1: 
(1/2)(4m-3)j2-(1/2)(4m-3)j 
(Lemma 2 with q replaced by q*) 
= j?. (qz;:,‘” c 
( - 1 )im q*jZ + +2j;m,+3/5,+2J2+ +*&-I 
1 /l ,2.....J,,,~o (q*' q2)jfph ." (q*; q')j,+-j, (q2; q*)j, (-q)2j,,, 
(by the induction hypothesis). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 15. 
In the limit 1 --f CC Lemma 15 becomes 
LEMMA 16. Let m be a positive integer. Then 
= G12; q2L 
(-lymq 
*J;+ ... +*,;-,+3J;+2jl+ "' +2J,,-, 
(q*i q*)j, -JZ". (q*; q2)jmml-Jm (q2i q*)J, (-q)2j,' 
Now we are able to prove formula (57). 
Proof of (57). The triple product identity (9) gives 
ii (1 -q”)-l= 
n=l 
$ f j  (1-q(4k+I)n+4k+1) 
an 0 
n & O,i2r (mod4k+ 1) 
x(1-q 
(4k+l)n+2r)(l -q(4k+l)n+4k-2r+l) 
(-lYq (1/2)(4k+l)j*-(1/2)(4k--4r+l)j 
= A,,,. 
The case r = 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 16. 
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For r > 2 we have 
x4 
(1/2)(4k~3)j2~(1/2)(4k~4r+l)j ((Sl) with q replaced by q2) 
=(-4)cc 1 
q2jf+ "' +22-, 
jl,...,jrml a0 (q2; q2)J1 -- jz (q2; q2)j*- j3 ' . . (q2J q2),,-2 -Jo- 1 
(-jp 
(1/2)(4k~4r+5),2-(l/2)(4k-4r+I)/ 
j= -z (42;42),r~~+,(q2;q2)1,~~~J 
(by repeated (Rl) with q replaced by q2) 
x c 
(-~)L+I q2{+- +2/~_,+312k,+,+21,+... +2/k-, 
II ,..., /km,+ I20 (q2; 42),r-,--/, (q2; q2)/,-1/. 
(q2; q2)C-,-b-,+, (q2; q2h-,+, h)2L+, 
(Lemma 15) 
=(-q)m c 
,I ,--..jk > 0 
Jk 2J;+ "' +2J;_,+3J;+ZJ,+ ... +2Jk-, 
=(-q)m 1 (;:r,2;. (q2.q2), ...(q2.q2). (-q) ' 
jl,...,jk20 ' II ' J2 ' Jk 2Jk 
where Ji = ji + . . * + jk (i = 1, 2 ,..., k). This proves Eq. (57). 
The proofs of (58) and (59) are similar to that of (57). 
Some special cases of these expansion fo:.mulas are: 
n=l 
(l-q")-l=(-q), f  (-ly'q3" 
j=O (q2i q2)j (-4)2j 
(61) 
((57) with k= r = 1; cf. Slater [9, (19)]), 
fi 
3j2+2j 
n=l 
(l-q")-'=(-q), f (-lYq 
j-0 (q2i q2)j (-q)2j+ 1 
(62) 
nzO,*l (mod5) 
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n-O,+1 (mod5) 
((59) with k= 1; cf. Slater [9, (15)]), 
(-lPq a ,I + J2j2 + 3jz 
PI=1 (l-q”)Y=(-q), c 
n-0,+4(mod9) jl,j2>0 (q2i q2)jl (q2; q2)j2 (-q)2j2 
((57) with k = r = 2; cf. Bressoud [S, (O.ll)]), 
n=l 
(l-q”)-l=(-q)~ c (-1y2q2j:+4ili2+5J~+2J1+4J2 
neO,+l (mod9) jj,jl>O (q2; S’)j, (q2; q’)j2 (-q)2j2+ 1 
((58) with k = 2) and 
fi 
‘2 2Jf t 4jl j2 + 5jz - 2 jz 
?I=1 
(l-q”)-‘=(-q)m 1 (-lY q 
n=O,k3(mod9) (q2i q2),2 (-q)Zj2 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
((59) with k=2). 
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